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Impacts resulting from short and long-term radiation damage effects, particle flux estimates and transit times through the SAA, probabilistic small meteorite and space debris damage, and mean vehicle temperature due to solar and reflected Earth radiation. Additional capabilities include model energetic particle flux and field distributions.

Robust Custom Handling of the Modeled Radiation Environment.

- Computes the expected dose rate and total dose due to energetic particle fluxes for your custom shielding thicknesses and materials for your custom orbit.
- SEET also calculates energetic proton and/or electron fluxes for a wide range of particle energies.
- You can choose from AFRL CRRES or NASA standard models or let SEET select the best model for your specific orbit.
- Based on the latest AF-GEOSpace and NASA radiation belt models.

Know Your Radiation Environment

SEET provides the radiation dose information you need to model your equipment's performance degradation and its expected lifetime.

Compute SAA Transit Times & Probable Fluxes on Your Custom Orbit.

- Computes entrance & exit times through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) enhanced region of ionizing radiation for your custom orbit.
- Calculates and displays SAA fluxes and/or flux contours for altitudes between 400 and 1000 km.
- Based on the latest AF-GEOSpace models.

Vehicle Temperature

With SEET you can produce a likely range of mean vehicle temperatures for your spacecraft and plan for those that impact its performance.

Estimate Mean Temperature Due to Solar & Reflected Earth Radiation.

- Compute estimate of mean vehicle temperature using thermal balancing equations for your custom orbit.
- Specify your satellites thermal properties and a range of Earth albedos and infrared radiation.
- Specify oriented planar or spherical objects.
- Based on standard NASA guidelines for orbiting environment characterization.

SAA Transit

With SEET you can mitigate the risk of Single Event Upsets and latch-up to your mission by estimating SAA entrance and exit times and knowing when to turn off or reboot your LEO spacecraft's sensitive electronics.

Compute Magnetic Fields, Trace Fieldlines, and Determine Conjugacy.

- Compute the local vector magnetic field components and magnitude on your custom orbit or grid.
- Trace magnetic field lines, compute dipole or McIlwain L-shells, and/or compute footprints at any altitude surface.
- Determine when two satellites or a satellite and ground station are magnetically conjugate for your custom orbit.
- Uses the time-resolved IGRF main field model and a user-selectable external field: Olsen-Pfitzer, Hilmer-Vogt, or Tsyganenko. Simple, tilted, or tilted-offset dipole models based on the latest AF-GEOSpace implementations of the standard field models.

Magnetic Field

Using a highly customizable set of conditions, SEET computes the local magnetic field at your satellite providing, among other things, information about its attitude along your specific satellite path.

Predict the Likelihood of Damaging Meteorite or Space Debris Impacts.

Mitigate your risk of damaging impacts due to small particles and debris by using SEET to customize your spacecraft design and plan your orbit strategy prior to launch.

Model Proton and Heavy Ion Fluxes, LET Spectra and associated SEU Rates.

- Compute probabilistic fluxes, linear energy transfer (LET) spectra, and single event upset rates due to Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR), Anomalous Component (AC), and Solar Energetic Particles (SEP).
- Specify target column density, mass density, device geometry, and upset cross-sections for SEU computation.
- Software includes a two-part shield and target spherical geometry model.
- Based on AF-GEOSpace models.

Near Earth Heavy Ion Environment

Improve your spacecraft design and plan your mission more confidently using Single Event Upset (SEU) rate and Linear Energy Transfer (LET) spectra information customized for your specific location or orbit.

Particle Impacts

- Computes total probable mass distributions of all meteorites and space debris impacting your spacecraft for your custom orbit.
- Also computes the probable mass distributions for only those particles causing damage above your specified threshold.
- Define your own or select from SEET’s lists of surface materials and properties Custom-design meteor storms to build worst-case scenarios.
- Meteor impacts algorithm based on AF-GEOSpace models.